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THANK AN OFFICER DAY
I think it's a fairly new holiday but I like it.  

"Thank an Officer Day" is today, September 17, 2022. But why not make it a
weekend thing, or a "this coming week thing". 

I love seeing the stories online of different businesses that stop by a
Police Station with meals for the officers (you can see them on our
Facebook page).  
 
Or I love hearing of the stories when Officers receive a note on their
windshield.  
 
I have learned one of their favorite things are notes from children. 

Here is a Police Wife blog that goes into the topic for you. 

Do something today/this weekend/this coming week to THANK MICHIGAN
OFFICERS. Feel free to tag our page (Police Week Michigan) on Facebook
and we would love to share your story of what you are doing! 

They need us - and we need them - now more than ever.  

Thank you,  
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Amy Hawkins, Chair  
Police Week Michigan  
 

What is Police Week:  

Police Week was started in 1962 by President John F. Kennedy. In the
same spirit of JFK, and in light of the massive attack on our Officers in
recent years, Police Week Michigan is an initiative started in 2019 by
Michigan citizens who want to grow a movement to build support for the
men and women in Michigan law enforcement. 

Our mission is to focus on ALL weeks of the year: Police have our backs
52 weeks of the year. We 100% agree that it is right and good to take a
week out of the year to celebrate as a nation. But truth be told, Law
Enforcement need to see, feel and hear that citizens support them - all
the year through.  

Join us: www.policeweekmichigan.com
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Learn more about Police Week in America
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